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	Text Field 1: FINISHING: Movement to Finish. (Finish from Crosses)
	Text Field 2: U11-U12
	Text Field 3: 
	Text Field 4: 
	Text Field 6: - Improve movement into "box cross" areas.- Improve the efficiency of the assist through combinations in wide areas, and ground crosses.  
	Text Field 5: - Improve movement to get unmarked and finish from crosses.- Improve finishing technique.- Improve ground crossing technique. 
	Text Field 7: - Confidence.- Motivation to score goals.
	Text Field 8: - Improve Coordination.- Improve Balance. - Improve Change of Speed and Direction.
	Text Field 9: 15 mins: 1.5 min sets / have active recovery with dynamic stretching in between each set.
	Text Field 10: 30 x 25 yards / 10x10 square in middle
	Text1: - How can the passing technique used during the warm up help with finishing from crosses? 
	Combo Box 1: [Warm Up]
	Text2: 
	Text3: Set up with half of players on outside of area and half in the middle with a ball each.Work through following variations:1 - player dribbles out, beats cone with skill move of coaches choice, then passes to a player on the outside and switches places, outside player dribbles out and repeats.2 - Same as above, but now player dribbles 360 around two cones.3 - Now the player keeps the ball, exchanges a give and go with outside player, dribbles around 1 one and then finds a new player on the outside for give and go. Work for 45 seconds and add competition. The players switch roles.Coach varies which moves and turns players do the in the middle. Add in individual juggling and juggling in pairs during rest periods. 
	Text4: - 1st touch out of feet and into space, change speed and direction with 1st touch.- Close control when dribbling, use of inside and outside of foot to turn in tight spaces.- Head up.- Communication - verbal and non-verbal.- Quality of passing technique to play firm pass and keep the ball low. - Movement after pass and change speed to move to space.
	Text5: - How many movements should you make to get unmarked? 
	Text6: Set up with a 3v3 or 4v4 to goals with GK's. Each team then has two attacking wide players in box cross wide zones.Game 1: Central players cannot enter corner wide zones, wide players play 3 touch.Game 2: Goals via an assist from wide players = 2 goals.Game 3: 1 touch finish = 2 goals.Game 4: Wide players can now be pressured in the wide zone and team mate can enter to create a 2v1.
	Text7: - Use the width when in possession.- Wide players receive to face forward and take positive 1st touch to get to end line and set up crossing opportunity.- Wide players to try to play ground cross / cut back when possible.- Movement to attack ground cross and cut back.- Movement across front post.- Make two movements to get unmarked.- Have hips facing the goal when you finish. - Finishing technique to keep the ball low.
	Text8: - How do you keep the ball low with your finishing technique?
	Text9: Set up two working groups - so one group works on the left side and one group on the right side. Groups switch side for each set so they work on both left and right.Add competition between groups - who can score the most in each set. Work through the below variations:Pattern 1 - A passes to B, A then makes an under-lapping run, B plays pass into A who crosses for C to finish. Players rotate after each rep.Pattern 2 - C passes to B, B sets to A, A plays pass for B to run onto and cross, C makes movement to attack the cross from from B. Players rotate after each rep. 
	Text10: - Quality of passing technique.- Timing of movement to be "onside" when pass is made. Off side line is in line with player B.- Weight of pass to set up cross.- Movement of player C to move away then attack the ball.- Deliver the cross on the ground and in front of oncoming C, and away from the keeper.- C should be within the width of the goal and facing the goal when they finish. - Timing of movement to be able to move onto the incoming cross. 
	Text11: - What are the visual cues telling you to make your movement to attack the cross?
	Text12: Play 5v5 or 6v6 with goals and GK's. Have three boxes in front of the goals that outline the box cross zones and the central scoring zone.Players have free movement. Game 1: Goals that come from an assist from the box cross zone = 2 goals.Game 2: One touch finish inside the central scoring zone = 2 goals.Game 3: Free play. 
	Text13: - Use the width when in possession.- Wide players receive to face forward and get into box cross zone via a dribble or a pass to team mate. - Create 2v1's in wide areas. - Wide players to try to play ground cross / cut back when possible.- Movement to attack ground cross and cut back.- Movement across front post.- Make two movements to get unmarked.- Have hips facing the goal when you finish. - Finishing technique to keep the ball low.
	Text Field 12: 20 mins: 4 x 4 min : 1 min rest
	Text Field 13: 30 x 25 yrds (section off the corners of the field for wide zones)
	Text Field 14: 20 mins: 8 x 2 min sets: 30 sec rest
	Text Field 15: Start 25 yards out from goal and have player B start the approximate width of the penalty area. 
	Text Field 16: 20 mins: 3 x 5 min : 2 min rest
	Text Field 17: 50 x 30 yrds (create three 10 x 15 yrd boxes in front of the goal)
	Combo Box 2: [Discovery Game]
	Combo Box 3: [Execution Game]
	Combo Box 4: [Autonomous Game]


